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Let’s take a look at what I believe is not only the best, but also the only consistently successful strategy for creating excellent technical documentation. This chapter details how to use the scientific method in your documentation process.

The Scientific Method
You have probably heard of the scientific method before, perhaps in a science or history class, or maybe on a television program. You probably haven’t heard of it in terms of the writing process; in fact, most writers don’t think about it when approaching their documentation tasks. The irony is that it’s not only simple to use this systematic method to develop and revise your documents – thereby giving you consistently excellent results – but doing so will also eliminate many reader headaches.
The scientific method is the foundation of most modern societies, and of course is the framework around which all of research, engineering, and industry is built. Imagine a scientist conducting lab experiments without using the scientific method. It just isn’t possible. Even democratic society itself is built upon the scientific method, because democracies are in a continual state of refinement and evolution based on feedback from the audience: its citizens and the world in which it exists. No one reading this book is unaffected by the scientific method or the world it has helped create. You might not realize it, but you use the scientific method every time you provide feedback – on a product, a teacher, or anything else – and that feedback is put to use. You use it when you try something and fail, then learn how to do it correctly or more successfully. You use it when you find quicker routes to work or to school, as long as you’re systematic about the process.
If you don’t use the scientific method when creating your technical documentation, your results will be hit-or-miss, or will depend entirely on your level of expertise on a certain subject and those who need to learn more about it. Seldom will you only write about topics on which you are the world’s expert on the technology, product, or service as well as the target audience for docs about that technology, product, or service. Most of the technical writing I have done over the years requires me to do a lot of research before I even begin writing, and then I need to do a lot of planning, and later a lot of revising based on feedback from varying kinds of experts, and so on. Often, I get assignments to document things that have never existed before, so by definition no one is the expert.
By using the scientific method, your documentation process will go much more smoothly and efficiently; your final document will be more accurate and better in all the measures discussed in the “Good Technical Documentation” chapter; and your customer will be much better-served with your docs – which means they’ll also be much happier with your organization. It is safe to say that using the scientific method not only for the research and development stages of your product, but also for the documentation stage, is the most certain approach to ensure the survival and growth of your organization.

Definition
My definition of the scientific method boils down to these nine steps:
	Make an observation. 

Develop a hypothesis, a tentative description of what you think you observed and is not yet tested, which is consistent with your observation. 
Make predictions based on your hypothesis. 
Using more observations and experiments, test those predictions. 
Modify the hypothesis based on your new results. 
Repeat steps 3-4 until you no longer encounter problems between your hypothesis and experimental or observational results. Do not test to prove it right, but to eliminate faults.
When your hypothesis matches experimental or observational results without discrepancy, your hypothesis becomes a theory. A theory is a framework that explains observations and makes predictions.
Others test your theory. If they find problems, you return to steps 3-5 and identify the problem through experiment and observation.
Through testing, an uncontested theory becomes law. This will almost never happen, because seldom can we know everything and all influencing factors about anything. The same is true for writing; be prepared to update your released documents.

Figure X.1  CM cmckit    Insert process-diagram here. shows a conceptual view of this process.

Naturally, the scientific method is the best way to do many things, including developing your product or service in the first place, but this book’s scope is documentation.

Process
Now let’s analyze how you can adapt these steps into the technical-document research and writing process. I’ll use a fictional documentation scenario throughout as an example.

1. Make an Observation
Here’s where paying attention to your customer or audience really pays off for your docs. Did you run a user study? Have previous customers returned surveys? Have you listened to or participated in the customer community? Do you have feedback from within your organization, particularly from the Help Desk or Product Support staff? Look at all the sources for customer information and feedback described earlier in this text CM cmckit    Chapter name. , and make sure you stay on top of that information as it changes or builds over time.
Of course, the first and most-available source for observations is you. Have you actually used the product, service, or whatever it is that you’re documenting? 
The primary problem with trying to write docs without using the scientific method as a framework is that we are all human, subject to personal tastes, unique perspectives, and many other factors that influence our view of the world. For technical docs, this translates into a sort of fog that we cannot see clearly through to certain fundamental truths. For example, an engineer who has designed a great new cruise-control system for a car might have real difficulty imagining that a customer would use her feature for anything but what she designed it to do. “But this feature makes it easier to use cruise in heavy traffic,” she might say. “Why would the customer turn this off in that scenario but use it on the open road where feature XYZ is better?” Well, there might be some very good reasons that certain people might use the feature in unusual ways, but the writer can only learn how and why through unbiased observation. Assuming that other people think like you is only human, and therefore common. However, if your reader is different from you in some way, or uses the item in an unexpected manner or unexpected scenario, your assumptions can keep you from understanding that user’s needs.

Observation steps:
Use what you’re documenting, yourself. Put yourself in your audience’s point of view:  How did you learn about it? How did you approach using it? In what scenario did you use it? How did you use it? What difficulties did you encounter when finding or using it? During this stage, try to use it as realistically as possible, as though you are the customer.
Observe the customer. Do all those customer-focus things discussed in Chapter X CM cmckit    Chapter name. .
Leverage other people’s observations. If your organization has a Help Desk or other group that collects user information, make sure to incorporate that data into your observations. If existing documentation on your topic exists, be sure to read that. Don’t try to be a hero or lone wolf; consider others in your organization to be your teammates and be sure to take advantage of the work they have already done on the topic. At the same time, maintain solid ethical standards and of course never plagiarize others’ work; this is less of an issue at the observation stage, where you are mostly reading. Also, if the developers have created a product specification, be sure to get a copy to see what they intended it to do.

Fictional Scenario
Marla has been assigned to write one section of a quick-help user’s guide for a piece of photographic software. Her document will cover a new feature that she didn’t know about (the company’s developers added it at the last minute), so the first thing she does is get a copy of the software and begin using it. She finds the feature she’ll be writing about and tries to use it to edit a digital photograph she just took at a lunch meeting with her co-workers. Every time she clicks a button, navigates through a menu, opens a file, or performs any activity using the software, she makes a note. When things do go as she had expected, she notes that, and also when they work as expected. She saves her edited photo and then opens another photo and approaches using the software in a different manner. After using it as many ways as she can think of, she reads the existing documentation and follows the company advice.
Now she has a solid set of personal observations. She digs into the online customer community and searches for customer comments about the software, specifically seeking feedback about the not-yet-released feature – that is, what people are expecting it to do or what they would like it to do. She checks with the project management team and developers to see if they have been in contact with any early adopter customers. There aren’t any, but if there had been, she would have heavily mined that resource. The project has too short a deadline to schedule usability tests or to get more customer feedback, though, while she’s thinking about it, she drops an email to the project manager asking that he include her in any such future activities.
Next she opens the company’s Help Desk database, where the people who answer customer issues over the phone store their problem-solution documents. She finds a couple of items that show some customers had expected the software to do something it hadn’t been able to do… but now that it can, she can see what they had expected.
She also opens the product spec that her developer contact provided and reads what the feature was intended to do, who they intended to use, and so on. The feature spec is pretty thin, because the developers added it only recently, but it provides valuable information.

2. Develop a Hypothesis
Now you assemble all this observational data into a structure which tentatively describes what you think you observed. What do you think are the important things your customers need to know? What issues will they encounter? What things do they consistently misunderstand or misuse? When will they read your document – at which stage in the use cycle? By assembling a solid hypothesis that answers these and other questions pertaining to your audience, you can begin planning your document in such a way that it fits your readers’ needs. There’s nothing worse than picking up a set of instructions or a manual seemingly written for someone else, or for different user circumstances, or which completely ignores your needs. I’m sure you have experienced this yourself, and ended up feeling frustrated or angry with the company that provided the useless docs.
Note that this is as valid a step for proposals or lab reports as it is for user manuals, because if you produce a technical report written without taking into account who’s reading it, why they’re reading it, or how they will use it, you might as well have not performed the research in the first place. Be sure to include these steps in your doc process, regardless of doc type.

Hypothesis-development steps:
Ask many, many questions of the observational data. Look for patterns and ways to apply statistical measures to the data. Ask all the journalistic questions discussed in Chapter X CM cmckit    Chapter name. : who, what, when, where, why, how, and to whom or what? Even though little of this preliminary work will end up in your doc, don’t start writing your doc outline until you can confidently answer those questions.

Assemble the observational data into categories. How does each piece of information fit together? Can you identify patterns of problems, misunderstanding, or interest? Can you make generalizations based on certain sets of observations? Consider using categories such as user, scenario, feature, process or steps, warnings, product lifecycle, and so on, then place these  CM cmckit    Kij’s comment. observations into these categories (the chapters on the various document forms list useful elements you might find useful in sorting your data). I use file folders on my computer and in my email program to sort this information into usable categories.

Describe the product, service, or whatever it is that you’re documenting. Write notes to yourself, describing the topic in a form you would find useful as a user. Be sure to incorporate what you learned from the previous two steps. By this stage, you’re well on your way to the next step.

Transform this information into a doc plan. After working with the data until you are confident of how it fits and what it means – not just until you have mechanically answered the questions, but when you are confident – develop a hypothesis. Your hypothesis is your document outline, plan, or specification.

Write the first draft of your document. Don’t forget that what you write at this stage is a rough draft, not something your user will ever see. Everything you do now is malleable and is likely to change. It is a hypothesis, not yet a theory.

Before you go too far into your rough draft, be sure to further develop your hypothesis.

Fictional Scenario
Marla now begins to assemble her notes into something she can use for writing a document specification (more on specs in Chapter X CM cmckit    Chapter name. ). She notices that a lot of people have trouble finding the menu which launches the new feature, so she creates a folder on her computer to store files about this issue – the pasted bodies of email, Help Desk briefs, and other notes. She also creates a new folder named after this project in her email program, and moves the relevant email messages into that folder to consolidate them.
Marla also creates a new document where she answers the journalistic questions, such as who the customers are, what they are likely to do with this feature, when they might use it, what kinds of photos they will edit with it, and so on. She has a habit of typing the words “who, what, when, where, why, how, and to whom or what,” on separate lines in this document, and then answering them appropriately.
At the top of this document, Marla now begins writing a description of the feature in her own words, as if telling a new user all about it. At some point, she realizes that she’s well on her way to creating the quick-help guide topic she was assigned to write. She saves her file as Notes.doc and then creates a new file, where she starts outlining the help doc. When she’s happy with the outline, she adds the other information typically found in a specification document, one type of which is called a document specification (that would make it a “document specification document,” just called “doc spec” for short). In this, she analyzes the audience, purpose, and so on for her quick-help topic, and includes things like names of reviewers and schedules along with the outline. Read Chapter X CM cmckit    Chapter name.  for complete information about what goes into a doc spec.
When that’s done, Marla creates yet another new file and begins copying and pasting the outline from the doc spec as well as some of the description she wrote in the Notes.doc file. And the exciting part: She begins writing new content. This goes on for a while. When she’s completed part or all of the draft, when she begins to doubt herself, or when she feels she simply needs some feedback before she strays too far from customer needs, she seeks a peer-reviewer or editor to help develop her doc spec and early draft of the doc.

3. Make Predictions Based on Your Hypothesis
All right, now you have a doc plan and have begun the actual writing. This “predictions” stage might parallel that process, or you might pause before you get too far into your draft to consider how successfully your doc plan meets the goals of the reader. At this stage, you might find a peer-reviewer or developmental editor very helpful at making predictions about how your doc will be used and how successfully it will meet the needs of the audience. Revise your outline as needed, and add these predictions to your document spec.
It doesn’t really matter if you have completed your rough draft or just your doc plan; this stage is when you document your predictions and modify them or your plan as needed. Don’t leave out this stage, because future reviewers need to know what your goals were in order to give you useful feedback later in the process.

Fictional Scenario
Marla contacts her editor and her technical reviewer and asks if they’ll help review her doc spec. She specifically states that they needn’t read the entire doc; what she most needs now is help refining her vision. Both agree to help, so she sends them each a copy of the doc spec in email. She gives them a deadline to return this feedback and sets up a meeting to discuss their findings in two days. The feedback she gets during the meeting assures her that she’s on the right track, and they also offer some good suggestions about how to improve the outline.
Marla updates her doc spec to reflect these changes. She gets back to work with new confidence and completes the rough draft.

4. Test Those Predictions
Your rough draft is now complete. Use it as though you are the customer – remember how you tested the thing you’re documenting during the observation stage? Well, go through that process again, but treat your rough draft as the thing you’re testing. Put yourself into the reader’s point of view and verify if it satisfies their needs. Look at the doc goals you wrote and see if the doc satisfies what you intended it to do. Satisfied?
Now invite others to help test the doc. These can be editors, other people in your organization, peers, or customers. If you wrote a doc spec (you did, right?), provide your testers with it as well as the doc rough draft.

Hypothesis-test steps:
Test the doc yourself. Pretend you’re the user and see if it works for you; try to be as literal as you can and avoid bringing your prejudices and knowledge to the process. Follow the steps you describe exactly as written – does it work as you say? Have you missed a step in the user process which you assumed to be “obvious” but might not be to someone new to your product? Does the doc provide all the data, background, and other information the user needs to understand or use the thing documented?

Invite the customer to test the doc. Sometimes your organization will have customers who feel invested in your products. For example, a major corporation might be one of your largest customers, purchasing thousands of widgets or software licenses; or perhaps they have a continual service agreement with you. Other times, “beta” customers might have signed up to test early versions of your product or service. 
These sorts of customers like to have a say in your product development process, and this means they also want to know what’s coming in terms of documentation. They might, in fact, need the docs in advance of product release in order to properly test them and provide development feedback on the product itself. This is an excellent and invaluable opportunity to offer the rough draft of the doc and get early feedback on it, because you will learn if it meets the real goals of the customer, not just your predicted goals. Be sure to keep in touch with the customer-relations, marketing, product-management, and other teams in your organization which might be working with customers and providing them with pre-releases. 
Coordinate your doc-testing with their product-testing; the customer will appreciate it, too. You might not get a lot of feedback – sometimes I only learn that a customer found the doc useful, or perhaps that they wanted to know more about a minor feature, or about something seemingly unrelated to my doc’s goals, or they wanted another feature to be incorporated into the product – but this is the most important kind of feedback your organization can collect. When I get feedback from a customer who read one of my docs, I pass that on to others who can use it in their own work. Remember: Without a customer, your organization doesn’t exist. This is as true for manufacturing corporations as it is for service institutions. Don’t ever ignore customer feedback, even if it isn’t suitable for your needs – in that case, pass it on to someone who can use it. If you always place a high value on customer feedback, your product (as a writer, your product is your doc) will satisfy or even delight your customer. 

Ask other people to test the doc. Usually, however, you won’t have the opportunity to get pre-release customer feedback. That’s fine; that’s why professional documentation teams often employ technical editors and doc testers. It’s why professional writers build and maintain relationships with other writers – their peers – and exchange docs with them. It’s why professional writers seek technical experts in the fields we write about, and why we treat them respectfully and work hard to keep them happy. In these cases, “testing” translates into “editing,” “peer-reviewing,” and “technical reviewing.” 

Is your doc delivered to foreign countries? Test the doc’s translations. It is all too common for translated docs to completely fail their missions. How many times have you purchased a product made in a foreign land only to spend days trying to figure out how to use it because the accompanying documentation makes no sense? It’s likely that the doc was very clear and useful in its native language. Don’t let this happen to your docs; if they go through translation, make sure to have someone who understands that language test it and provide feedback, as well. Optimally, your organization will have foreign-language writers who are your counterparts, who know the product, customer, and so on as well as the language. Be sure to find out and do what’s needed and appropriate.

Be sure your doc passes through all these types of tests before you release it to the customer. Never force a paying customer to be your unwitting tester!

Fictional Scenario
After completing the rough draft, Marla contacts her editor and technical reviewer again, this time requesting a formal review. She also contacts other tech-reviewers, Help Desk professionals, a beta customer she made contact with on the product’s customer community (who had signed a non-disclosure agreement), an internal tester, a fellow writer covering another aspect of the software, and one of the product developers. She gives them a deadline to return feedback and sets up a meeting to discuss their findings in one week. Of course, she also reads and walks through the doc herself.

5. Modify the Hypothesis Based on Your New Results
You have put the rough draft of your doc through thorough testing, and now you need to incorporate the feedback generated from those tests back into the doc. This stage is called revision. To revise something is to re-envision it, to correct errors, and to fill in gaps. It can also mean cutting excess information, reformatting unwieldy sections into tables or charts, adding conceptual artwork, and lots of other things.
You have a lot of new data; organize it into general categories as you did during the observation stage. Did several people feel your doc was too long? Too technically “light”? Unclear? Did your testers feel that the doc needs to expand or limit its scope? You can get many kinds of feedback from your testers; use it all, as appropriate. Don’t take these criticisms personally; as I described in Chapter X CM cmckit    Chapter name. , you need to approach doc-feedback unemotionally. Consider the doc-reviews as favors, even if the reviewer worded his feedback impolitely.
Now get to work and make sure your doc satisfies your newly defined or revised goals.

Fictional Scenario
Marla’s reviewers get back to her with many suggestions and requests for changes, and her editor has marked up the doc with additional, often style-related, edits. Marla found a few problems herself, and feels smug because nobody else noticed them. She spends a few long days revising the document to address the problems people noted and to add new content they suggested.

6. Repeat Predictions, Observations, and Experiments to Eliminate Faults in Your Hypothesis
Your hypothesis is your working, living document. As long as your schedule permits, repeat the developmental steps as needed. If you, your editor, your peer-reviewer, your doc-tester, your manager, your tech-reviewer, or your customer find any fault in your doc, revise it to eliminate that fault. In the final stages of doc preparation, it might boil down to things as granular as properly identifying corporate product names or using correct punctuation, but I have had late-stage feedback of a technical nature which required me to tear into the document and correct major technical issues. This might not be the writer’s fault; in fact, it might be the engineer’s, developer’s, or manager’s fault for not notifying the writer that the product or service changed in a significant way. 
By following all stages of the scientific method, you won’t be surprised when something like this happens to you. You’ll learn to expect it, and by expecting it, plan your release schedule appropriately. Build adequate time for each step into your writing schedule. “Adequate” can vary immensely based on who’s testing your doc and how much work the feedback requires of you to incorporate it. For example, I know that certain reviewers always require twice as much time to complete their review, and others won’t begin work until the due date. This can’t be quantified, so keep track of this information for future use.
A hypothesis only becomes a theory after anyone who tests it gets the same results as you predicted. As long as anyone can find a crack in the hypothesis or if it in any way cannot describe the world (your product or service, or how they are used), it is not yet a theory.

Fictional Scenario
After revising her doc, Marla sends it back to her reviewers for the final review. If she weren’t working on such a short deadline as with this project, Marla would put the doc through three reviews, but two reviews are her minimum; if a project only allows time for one review, she won’t sign up to write it. 

7. Your Hypothesis Becomes a Theory
In documentation terms, a theory is your ready-for-release doc. You have exerted a lot of mental effort in the planning stages so it is the best possible document, worked hard to ensure the writing is the best you can produce, made sure the doc meets the customers’ needs, tested the heck out of the doc, and kept a step ahead of release-blockers such as unexpected revisions. Now your doc goes off to production. Next stop, your product’s package, an online help file, the Internet, or maybe even the bookstores.
Congratulations! You’re published. Your document is working for your organization, satisfying customers’ needs, and ensuring that your organization’s product is properly and safely used. What, you think that’s the end of the story? Well, remember earlier in this book when I said that no document is ever final…?

Fictional Scenario
Marla’s doc has not only gone through two reviews and their associated rewrites, but has also gone off to the Indexing and Production departments at her company. They created a searchable index that finds key terms in her doc, a clickable table of contents, and transformed the doc into a compiled help module for use on a computer. The Production department also posted her original doc to the Internet for download by existing customers.
The doc has “gone live,” and users can read it!

8. Others Test Your Theory
What happens to your document when it enters the wilds of the real world? Just as those television robots, which teams worked so hard to design and build, are destroyed in seconds by opponents’ robots, so too might your document quickly meet its match. This frequently happens when writers neglect to put their docs through the scientific method as described in this chapter, or when writers place insufficient value on a reviewer’s feedback that didn’t match their own expectations. If a scientist ignored other scientists’ test results that exposed a theory’s faults, the resistant scientist would quickly lose credibility in his or her field. If he did this often enough, he would be out of a job. The same is true for writers; ignore feedback at your own peril.
The scientific method requires that you set aside your emotions and expectations and open your mind to new information and varying points of view. Your doc is not your baby; it is a tool necessary to the survival of your organization. If you treat it as precious and unchangeable, it will live a short and useless life. If you want your doc to live a long and fruitful life, you need to expose it to all manner of test. If it survives this process, it might well move on to the next stage. In the documentation world, it’s survival of the fittest.

Fictional Scenario
Marla is an experienced technical writer. As she expected, some customers have asked for clarifications to what she wrote, as well as more information. Perhaps someone found an error that everyone else missed. Those are the hazards of the job, but she doesn’t take it personally. She quickly revises the doc, gets it approved by the technical experts (who don’t complain, because they missed the errors, too), and the doc goes back out into the world as “Version 1.1.”

9. Your Theory Becomes Law
Very few docs ever reach this stage. This is largely due to ongoing product development, which requires ongoing doc updates. It’s also due to the nature of documentation: Words, diagrams, and so on almost never exactly describe a complex design, product, or service. The tables of raw data might be irrefutable, but the explanations or deployment scenarios might not match every user’s circumstances.
Even so, some docs do become source docs for other researchers or writers. Your product spec might serve as the basis for future development at your corporation; your lab report might serve as the starting-point for other people’s research on technologies based upon your lab work; your resource guide might serve as the “golden standard” that everyone who writes about subtopics in your field needs to study before they can pursue their own work. Now is when all your hard work and serious attention to transposing all stages of the scientific method to your documentation process really pays off.

Fictional Scenario
A few years later, after several revisions, Marla discovers that Version 1.7 of her doc has become the standard for writing about her company’s software features. The company’s editorial staff has lifted the format, outline, procedural steps, and use of elements like graphics, notes, and tables from Marla’s doc and created a template for other writers to use when planning their own feature documentation. This saves everyone else time and helps create better future docs.
This doesn’t go unnoticed by management in her documentation department. At the next performance review, Marla gets a big, fat bonus and a promotion. Everyone wins!


